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Solution Highlights Additional Benefits

SOLUTION:SOLUTION:BUSINESS CONCERN:BUSINESS CONCERN:

1. No Minimums or Price Fluxuation
Our Cable Co solution has pricing stability nationwide, with
no worry of whether or not you meet the minimums for
quoted pricing.

2. Simple 1-2-3 Conversion -
BullsEye manages the entire conversion for an easy
transition of your Local Numbers Ported in roughly a few
weeks and new number acquisitions even sooner than that.

3. Everything is Included –
With be-LINC, pricing is inclusive of everything you need:
equipment, service, calling, and robust features, all for a
single, low, and easy to understand price.

• Future-proof against rising POTS prices
and decomissioning lines.

• Keep your well-estabilished business
numbers.

• All or some conversion - transition only
Fire, Life & Safety lines, only voice lines,
only fax lines or all of the above - the
price per seat is the same.

Are you looking for pricing stability 
instead of the usual fluxuation that 
comes with traditional phone lines?

Are you working to transition all of your 
voice, Fire, Life & Safety connections away 
from copper lines but are concerned 
about minimum seat requirements?

With copper decommissioning and the influx of 
Fiber facilities, the stability of both accessibility and 
the costs for traditional POTS services is in 
question. be-LINC provides a simple and stable 
transition to a solid service at an affordable price.

There are NO MINIMUM LINE COUNTS for be-LINC 
as a POTS Alternative solution!  Pricing is the same 
whether you have 5 seats or 50.

Regulatory fees can add up to a whopping 32% of 
the total POTS invoice.  Leave all of those 
additional costs behind by switching to the Cable 
POTS Alternative of be-LINC*. *standard VoIP fees still apply

Do you want to move away from all of the 
regulatory fees but still maintain reliable 
connectivity? 
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Cable POTS Alternative
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